
Writing Your College Essay 

PURPOSE OF THE COLLEGE ESSAY:	

v To prove you are a good writer

v To prove you are interesting and mature, a good prospect for admission to the
college

SIGNIFICANCE OF THE ESSAY: 

v HIGH!  Usually cited as one of the top three parts of your application. (Generally,
the more competitive the school, the more important the essay.)

SUGGESTIONS FOR CHOOSING A TOPIC AND YOUR CONTENT:	

v Choose a topic that will highlight you, but don’t repeat what is already in your
application.  Use the essay as an opportunity share your personal story and
thoughts, be creative, and highlight areas that aren’t covered in other parts of the
application.

v Keep your focus. Focus on one aspect of yourself so that readers can learn more
about who you are.  A narrow topic also allows you to include details that will
make your story more personal and interesting.  Remember to keep the focus on
YOU.

v Consider a mundane topic. Sometimes it’s the simple things in life that make the
best essays.  It doesn’t have to be a life-changing event to be interesting and
informative.

v Be careful about humor and risk-taking.  Humor and risk can work extremely
well to set you apart from the crowd; however be careful with the use of both.
Your essay will be read by a diverse group of individuals from a wide range of
backgrounds, so your brand of sarcasm or your unique answer may actually
offend some readers if you’re not careful.

v When necessary, be sure that every essay precisely fits the topic you’ve been
assigned or have chosen.  Don’t reuse an essay unless it’s a good fit.

v On a related note, it can be a good idea to try to mention something specific about
the particular college if you’re not using the Common Application.  If it doesn’t
relate naturally, though, don’t try to “make it” fit.
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SPECIFIC SUGGESTIONS FOR WRITING THE ESSAY: 

v DO be genuine. Be honest in what you write and in reflecting upon your past.

DON’T include a trite moral when one doesn’t naturally relate. Just talk 
about what’s important to you. 

v DO find your natural voice and use it consistently.

DON’T use thesaurus words to try to sound more intelligent than you are.  
Skilled readers can almost always detect this strategy.  Avoid overly formal 
or business-like language…write how you speak.  Think about this: If
someone found your essay – with no name on it -- on the floor near your 
locker at school, would he/she know who it belonged to? 

v DO show, don’t tell.
DON’T just tell the reader that you felt happy. Show yourself bounding up 

     the steps, bursting through the door, and shouting, “Wahoo! I did it!!”  Use  
    words to make the reader see and feel and hear what you saw and felt and 
    heard.   

v DO be both clear and concise.

DON’T exceed the word or page limit. 

v DO make every word count.

DON’T keep in any word or phrase that is not powerful or essential. 

v DO get feedback from other people, including adults and peers, on your essay.
Show it to at least one person who is a strong writer and one person who knows
you very well.

DON’T let anyone else write your essay, even this just takes the form of 
many well-intentioned “suggestions”.  Be sure not to lose your voice.   
It should also go without saying that you shouldn’t plagiarize or copy the 
essay from someone else; your future is riding on the integrity of what you 
submit! 

v DO proofread, proofread, proofread!!  One mistake can sometimes make the
difference between an “accept” and a “deny”.

WHERE TO FIND ASSISTANCE: 

v The Writing Center staff

v Teachers whom you trust to give accurate, helpful, and honest feedback

v Your guidance counselor

v Your parent(s)

v Your peers

         More	questions?		See	Mrs. Jarvis or	Mr.	Huminski in	the	Writing	Center.


